Fernando Perales
Software Engineer
Fernando is a Software engineer who has worked with several companies and startups from the United States. He is
compromised with delivering high-quality code and helping clients to scale their business. Fernando is also an active
member of the local communities where he imparts workshops and conferences about the topics he is passionate about.

Contact

 me@ferperales.net
 ferperales.net
 +52 1 (33) 1088 5718
 FerPerales
 @FerPeralesM
 ferperales
Education

Professional Skills

★★★☆ Ruby
★★★☆ Ruby on Rails
★★★☆ Object-Oriented Design
★★☆☆ HTML5
★★☆☆ CSS3
★★☆☆ Javascript

★★☆☆ PostgreSQL
★★☆☆ Java
★★☆☆ React
★★☆☆ Redux
★★★☆ Refactoring
★★☆☆ UNIX-based sysAdmin

★★☆☆ NodeJS
★☆☆☆ GraphQL
★☆☆☆ Angular 1-2
★★☆☆ C#
★★★☆ Unit and Integration
Testing

Professional Experience
Software Engineer @ Crowd Interactive Feb 13 - Sept 15
Vintage Clothing Retailer

Implemented a cookie-based login system for their SOA platform
Universidad de Guadalajara
B. Sc. Computer Engineering
2008 - 2012

Languages
Spanish
Native language
English
Pro cient both written and oral. Daily
usage since 2013

Community Involvement
Teacher Assistant - RailsBridge Mexico
Teacher Assistant - GitHub workshop
Mentor - Startup Weekend Colima
Translator - Rubylang news
Volunteer - RailsBridge Mexican
Chapter
Mentor - Rails Girls Summer of Code
Host - RubyGDL Community

Hiring Platform

Led the team on the impleementation of the second version of the platform
Energy Drink Company

Rewrote their social wall application that pulls images and video from several sources using the provided
hashtag and search criteria
Beauty products retailer

Restructured and improved the integration and functional tests as well as setup, customization and
maintainance of a CI environment using Jenkins
Leasing and lending platform

Enhanced the platform to support a new merchant
Software Engineer - Senior Consultant @ MagmaLabs Sept 15 - Oct 16
Book Recommendation Platform for Children

Implementation of features related to connection to SIP2 protocol-based systems.
Performance improvement in both front-end and backend. Front-end migration to Angular 1
Book Recommendation Platform for Children

Build and launch of the MVP. Development of features such payments, videoconference, admin dashboard
and appointment registration.
As senior consultant, I was in charge of a four-person team inside the company as well as their
professional development inside the company and the quality and progress of their projects. Meetings with
stackholders, mentoring and training were part of my regular duties.
Developer @ FreeAgent Software Nov 16 - Apr 17
FreeAgent Software Network

Built and launched of the MVP. Feature development, refactoring and implementation of unit testing in the
main codebase.
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